National Awards and Fellowships

There are funding sources available outside of the University of Michigan and the School of Kinesiology. Every few months we do a search to see if we can locate any third party funding sources for our students and update the list below. The scholarships/fellowships below are to be submitted by the student, you do not require a nomination from the graduate program to apply. If you have additional questions regarding the opportunities listed below or suggestions about other opportunities you have received in the past, please email Tahirah at tgimson@umich.edu.

Please note that specific University of Michigan procedures need to be instituted for external research awards and fellowships. All opportunities listed below are subject to internal processes. If you and your faculty advisor choose to apply for a research funding opportunity that is listed below, please email Elizabeth Tropiano at etropian@umich.edu for a determination. If the application must be processed through the University of Michigan system, it is recommended that you begin preparing your application and speak with the Research Process Manager 8 -12 weeks prior to the sponsor deadline.

Resources For:

Athletic Training Funding

Doctoral Student Funding

Incoming Student Funding

Masters Student Funding

Movement Science Funding

Sport Management Funding
Athletic Training Funding

- AAUW Educational Funding and Awards – Female Scholars
- American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) - ACSM Student Members
- Gen and Kelly Tanabe Scholarship
- Michael Moody Fitness Scholarship
- Native Ways Federation Scholarships
- The Army Women’s Foundation Legacy Scholarship Program
- The Andrew Flusche Scholarship
- The Digital Privacy Scholarship
- The Paul & Daisy Soros Fellowship

Doctoral Funding

- AAUW Educational Funding and Awards – Female Scholars
- American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) - ACSM Student Membership Required
- Gen and Kelly Tanabe Scholarship
- Health Policy Research Scholars
- Michael Moody Fitness Scholarship
- NASA Fellowship Activity – Movement Science
- National Defense Science & Engineering Graduate Fellowship – Movement Science
- National Science Foundation Research Fellowship Program – Sport Management
- Native Ways Federation Scholarships
- North American Society for Sport Management Doctoral Research Grant – NASSAM Doctoral Student Membership Required
- North American Society for Sport Management Student Research Competition – NASSAM Student Membership Required
- Ruth L Kirchenstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) (F31)
- Stadium Managers Association Foundation Scholarship Program – Sport Management
- The Andrew Flusche Scholarship
- The Army Women’s Foundation Legacy Scholarship Program
- The Digital Privacy Scholarship
- The Josephine de Karman Fellowship
- The Paul & Daisy Soros Fellowship
Incoming Student Funding
- Gen and Kelly Tanabe Scholarship
- National Defense Science & Engineering Graduate Fellowship – Movement Science
- Native Ways Federation Scholarships
- The Andrew Flusche Scholarship
- The Army Women’s Foundation Legacy Scholarship Program – Female Member/Child of Female Member
- The Digital Privacy Scholarship
- The Paul & Daisy Soros Fellowship

Masters Funding
- AAUW Educational Funding and Awards – Female Scholars
- Gen and Kelly Tanabe Scholarship
- Michael Moody Fitness Scholarship
- National Defense Science & Engineering Graduate Fellowship – Movement Science
- National Science Foundation Research Fellowship Program – Sport Management
- Native Ways Federation Scholarships
- North American Society for Sport Management Student Research Competition – NASSAM Student Membership Required
- Stadium Managers Association Foundation Scholarship Program – Sport Management
- The Army Women’s Foundation Legacy Scholarship Program
- The Andrew Flusche Scholarship
- The Digital Privacy Scholarship
- The Paul & Daisy Soros Fellowship

Movement Science Funding
- AAUW Educational Funding and Awards – Female Scholars
- American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) – ACSM Student Membership Required
- Gen and Kelly Tanabe Scholarship
- Health Policy Research Scholars – Doctoral Student
- Michael Moody Fitness Scholarship
- NASA Fellowship Activity
- National Defense Science & Engineering Graduate Fellowship
- Native Ways Federation Scholarships
- Ruth L Kirchenstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) (F31) – Doctoral Student
- The Andrew Flusche Scholarship
- The Army Women’s Foundation Legacy Scholarship Program
- The Digital Privacy Scholarship
- The Josephine de Karman Fellowship – Doctoral Student
- The Paul & Daisy Soros Fellowship

**Sport Management Funding**

- AAUW Educational Funding and Awards – Female Scholars
- Gen and Kelly Tanabe Scholarship
- Michael Moody Fitness Scholarship
- National Science Foundation Research Fellowship Program
- Native Ways Federation Scholarships
- North American Society for Sport Management Doctoral Research Grant – NASSAM Doctoral Student
  Membership Required
- North American Society for Sport Management Student Research Competition – NASSAM Student
  Membership Required
- Ruth L Kirchenstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) (F31) – Doctoral Student
- Stadium Managers Association Foundation Scholarship Program
- The Andrew Flusche Scholarship
- The Army Women’s Foundation Legacy Scholarship Program
- The Digital Privacy Scholarship
- The Josephine de Karman Fellowship – Doctoral Student
- The Paul & Daisy Soros Fellowship